Matt and Charlotte
Château de BOUELLES

Saturday September 16th & Sunday 17th, 2017
42 persons
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Flower decora+on

Saturday09:00 – 10:30 - breakfast - Charlotte and Matt to provide this from a local
supermarket
14:00 – 14:30 - Drinks reception - Charlotte and Matt to provide the Champagne
- Harpist background music
14:30 – 15:00 - Ceremony –
15:00 - 17:00 - Cocktail hour and canapés - DJ background music
17:00 – 17:30 - Cocktail hour to finish and guests to move inside for dinner
17:30 – 20:00 - Dinner starts and end with Croquembouche and speeches
20:00 - Champagne fountain. Charlotte and Matt to provide the champagne
20:15 - Chinese lanterns to be let off outside - Charlotte and Matt to provide
these as wedding favors
20:30 - Party begins - Band to play and DJ to follow 01:00 - Carriages (guests to stay in Neufchatel-en-bray)
Sunday 9:00 -10:30 - breakfast - Charlotte and Matt to provide from a local supermarket
10:30 - 17:00 - Guest free-time
17:00 - BBQ - Charlotte and Matt to provide wine and beer. Picnic style as we
discussed - picnic blankets, straw bales to be provided, use chateau
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Ceremony

4
2
1
2bis

3
The ceremony could take place under/in front of the natural arch made by a tree in the park of the chateau.
1
#1 - 42 gold chairs
#2 - 10 flowered end of row laced with #2bis mint green ribbon
#3 - 10 meters long white carpet
#4 - 1 Flowered arch
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Dinner Recep+on

5
6
4
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4 bis

1

3
Inspira+on picture

Staging : 5 round tables (8pax) and rectangular 4,40 meter long top table (7pax)
- #1 - 47 Gold chairs
- #2 - Ecru Table cloth with a gold table runner (C&M to provide)
- #3 - Champagne glasses with gold sugar ring
- # 4 - Silver and gold cutlery, white plate with gold lane. #4bis OPTION Gold cutlery
- # 5 - Gold vase for 8 arrangements and 9 small arrangements for Top table
- # 6 - Candles in tea light (3 on each tables and 9 on top table)
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Bridal Party

Flower decoration on a Gold
mirror (Size : 80 *55 cm)

5 Buttonholes
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Bridal bouquet & 3 Bridesmaids' bouquet

Flower selec+on
September

Flowers can not be guaranteed. Their purchase depends on their availability in a national market
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Celebrant
“E+enne”

Etienne has already more than 75 marriages to his credit.
He is working in both English and French. He may propose you to prepare your text with tradition and formal
phrases and will add emotion with poetry and history of your relationship.
What is fabulous with Etienne is that he was born around Bouelles. He lived all his youth there and knows every
corner of the country, history and culture of the region. I do believe he is your man!
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Harpist
“Caroline”

Professional
Harpist graduated from the Conservatoire National Supérieur de Musique de Lyon, Caroline will charm you and create a sophisticated
ambiance and background music for your wedding.
She has a career as a professional musician (soloist, chamber music and orchestra) through France. She has performed in places such as
the Louvre Museum, the Orsay Museum, the Palais de Chaillot, the Embassy of Great Britain, the Palais de Justice of Paris, the Château de
Breteuill, the Château de Gouvieux, The Chapelle Expiatoire to name a few ... and thereby providing her solid references.
Alone or duo, trio, or also accompanied by a string quartet, she knows how to adapt her musical style according to different themes or
specific requests and ensures a quality and irreproachable performance, valued at many events and recitals.
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Caterer for
recep+on dinner

For nearly 25 years, Thierry and Guylaine put their knowledge and professionalisms at your service.
Linking the most modern manufacturing techniques in the service of a traditional know-how, their motto is:

Elegance, Perfume, Traditions
A word from Thierry :
I started my professional career at 20 years old as a manager in the group and “5 à sec” and has been
quickly in the world of events at the age of 23 years as a logistic manager.
At 35 years old I became a business manager at Bultel (rent event furniture company) worked with caterers
then back in business catering in Rouen in 2007. My main guests were mostly corporate but I hosted lots of
weddings in Paris.
As I am a person who always wants to move forward, I settled my own company since November 9, 2015 with
buying a very renowned caterer in Rouen called Becquet traiteur. My ambition with this company is to serve
high and fresh quality of food, surrounded with efficient and smiling staff.
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Wedding Cocktail

11 pieces including 1 animation

COLD PIECES

THE CHINESE SPOON

Macaron of lobster, green apple, mint
Tonnelet carrot and goat cheese
Celery and quail egg on blinis

ITALIENNE: Risotto with Parma ham
NORDIQUE: Salmon tartar
*****

*****

LA VALSE DES PAINS

THE VERRINE

Pepper bruschetta and raw ham
Chicken curry wraps

Magret and polenta with olives
Velvety avocado, crab and breadstick crumbs

*****

*****
HOT CULINARY ANIMATION

BROCHETTE COLD

The mini burger of America

Mozzarella and cherry tomato pesto
Lamb Cube, gourmand peas with anise

*****

*****
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Wedding dinner
Menu Poétique
4 courses

Starter
Asparagus soup with fresh goat cheese
OR

Jacques scallops Skewer seared in olive oil, vegetables confit and herb cream
*****
Main course
Beef tenderloin Perigordian way
OR

Perch steak, cream of champagne, tender carrots
*****
Cheese
*****
Dessert
Choice in between 3 desserts
OR

PIECE MONTÉE: cone shaped, 3 cabbage per person
*****
Coffee

Included in rates: White tablecloth, porcelain plate, glassware, cutlery Full service with 2 waiters (Beyond Extra hour: 38 euros per hour per Waiter)
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Desserts

No extra cost for Champagne
fountain. Matt and Charlotte to
provide the champagne.

Creme brulée
Mini cup Cake
Apple tart
PIECE MONTEE
cone shaped, 3 cabbage per person
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Beverage
Cocktail hour and Dinner

All beverage for Cocktail hour and Dinner will be support by the Caterer
You may provide the champagne
COCKTAIL HOUR
Soft :
Fruit juices, Perrier, sparkling water, flat water, Coca cola
Alcohol :
Bellini and Cosmopolitan Cocktail, Champagne
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DINNER RECEPTION
Soft :
Fruit juices, Perrier, sparkling water, flat water, Coca cola
Wine :
Matt and Charlotte to provide

BBQ Menu
1 Chef and 1 waiter

Selection of salad:
-green salad
-taboulé
-potatoes salad
-pasta salad

Frederic is the Boucher-Charcutier-Traiteur
of Neufchatel en Bray.
His food is delightfully generous.
His kindness will charm your guests.
He will provide the BBQ, side dish for BBQ,
Tables and straw bales

**
fruits for desert
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31 Burgers
31 Chicken legs
31 Sausages

BBQ Set up

Pic nic Table ;
Details need to be definite
BBQ caterer will provide long wooden tables and straw bales
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Hair and Make up

Cathy can receive you for the Trial sometimes from January. You can meet
her at her studio in Mont Saint Aignan
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PHOTOGRAPHER
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